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1. Why Python?

This document is concerned with installing a scientifically oriented Python dis-
tribution. Some operating systems (e.g Mac OS and Ubuntu) come with Python
pre-installed, but since everyone uses Python for different applications there is no
single solution for setting up Python and your specific add-on packages and there-
fore these basic installs are often not suitable for the hard-core scientific work we
generally want to do.

So, why Python?

Python was launched in 1991 and has become one of the most popular dynamic
programming languages in the world. Python’s great success is rooted in it’s clean
easy to use and read syntax, it’s ease of integration with other programming lan-
guages - such as C or Fortran - and it’s large scientific computing community, which
since the year 2000 have developed many quality, fast, and free add-on packages.
It is now a strong competitor to R or Matlab.
However, in my opinion, the true power of Python is that it can be used for al-
most any computing purpose you imagine - from dirty little scripts that you use
once through to production scale programs like video games or google and youtube
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(http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_Python_software). Python is suit-
able for not only doing research and prototyping codes but also for building op-
erational systems, allowing you the scientist to both do the development/research
and then operationalise it using the same code instead of hiring a software engineer
and having it re-written into C to Java.

Besides all of that, it’s free, fast, and sexy.

2. Essential Python Packages

For those unfamiliar with Python and it’s ecosystem there are a few add-on
packages that are essential to your work. I will not review them here except to
say that the top 5 are listed below along with a link for more info if you’d like to
investigate further:

• NumPy - NumPy is short for Numerical Python and is the foundation for
all scientific computing in Python. It provides a fast and efficient multidi-
mensional array storage object, functions for performing matrix operations
on these objects (much like matlab), tools for reading and writing array-
based data sets, common mathematical operations - Linear algebra, Fourier
transform, random number generations. http://www.numpy.org/

• Pandas - pandas provides a rich data structure and functions designed to
work with structured data in a fast and easy way. At its core is a data
storage object that can be access using named labels that is modelled on
R’s data.frame object. It was originally designed for finance users but has
now been taken up by the scientific community as an intuitive and easy to
use and access data model. http://pandas.pydata.org/

• Matplotlib - matplotlib is the most popular package in Python. It is de-
signed to produce plots and other 2D visualisations and is well suited for
producing publication quality figures. The plots are also interactive and
can be used to modify and customise your figures from within the plot
window. http://matplotlib.org/

• IPython - IPython isn’t really a package but more of an evolutionary leap
in the way we interact with Python together. It’s an interactive Python
environment. It’s an enhancement of the Python shell that allows accel-
erated writing, running, and testing of code. It is particularly good when
working with data and when doing visualisations and debugging. Along
with interactivity there is also an HTML notebook that turns Python into
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a literate programming system. http://iPython.org/

• SciPy - SciPy is a collection of tools that provided scientific computing
functions. Some of these functions are: integration, differential equation
solvers, linear algebra, optimisation routines, signal processing tools, sparse
matrix solvers, special functions to wrap Fortran code, various statistical
tests, weave for integrating C++ tools. http://www.scipy.org/
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3. Installation guides

There are many ways to get Python running for your scientific/data computing
purposes. More than likely your computer has a system install of Python (my
Ubuntu Linux install has Python sitting in /usr/bin/Python ) which, if you type
Python at the command prompt will bring up the Python shell (>>>) and you can
start Python-ing.

However, this basic system install of Python may not be the best solution for
your science/data needs for two reasons:

(1) Lack of GUI (Graphical User Interface). The basic Python install will have
no GUI and so if you like to program with a comprehensive GUI (think
MATLAB or R Studio) then you will need to install further.

(2) Lack of modules. Chances are if you have not done any Python program-
ming on your system already then it will be lacking the necessary packages
to perform most basic science/data tasks (e.g., mathematical functions,
statistical toolboxes, plotting tools).

Therefore, we recommend installing a separate Python distribution onto your sys-
tem that will come preconfigured with nearly all modules you will ever need, a GUI,
and more. Such distributions include Canopy (https://www.enthought.com/
products/canopy/), Anaconda (https://store.continuum.io/cshop/anaconda/),
and Python(x,y) (http://code.google.com/p/Pythonxy/). We recommend Canopy
only because that is the only distribution for which we have any experience what-
soever (i.e., the first and only one I ever installed).

Aside Note: Installing a Python distribution such as Canopy will not affect
your system distribution of Python (which the operating system uses to do its
system things), you will simply have two versions of Python available. Also note
that everything Canopy gives you (modules, GUI, etc) can be obtained by in-
stalling these packages onto your system and using them with the systems install
of Python. However, if you can already do that there is probably little need for
you to be reading this tutorial
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3.1. Mac OS Install guide. To get started using Python on your Mac you will
most likely need to install Xcode, which is Apple’s developer toolbox. The Xcode
installer can be found in the Apple App Store - just search for ’xcode’ in the App
store. Xcode is free but big so it might take a couple of minutes for it to download.

Once you’ve got Xcode you can go ahead and install your new Python environ-
ment.

(1) Download the Canopy installer. Canopy supply their own installation guide
(http://docs.enthought.com/canopy/quick-start/install_macos.html
) and user manual (http://docs.enthought.com/canopy/). But you can
follow these instructions:
(a) If you are not an academic: Select the Express (Free) version of Canopy

from the store (https://www.enthought.com/store/) and download
the install file ( Canopy 1.4.0 64-bit for my system, at the time
of writing).

(b) If you are an academic at a degree-granting institution (basically, if
you have a university email) then you can request an academic licence.
This allows you to download the full Canopy version (with access to
way more modules).

(2) Run the installer that downloaded by double clicking on it and accept the
default installation location - unless you have a very good reason not to.

(3) You should now see an icon in your Applications folder called ’canopy’.
This is where you will launch the Canopy GUI and Package manager if
you’re going to use Python this way. Double click on the blue canopy’ icon
and you should be presented with a dialog box that allows you to choose
editor or package manager or help. Click on the editor and allow the GUI
to load and now you can start coding Python. (If you prefer the command
line then open your terminal by going to Applications-Accessories and star-
ing the Terminal application, then try starting Python by typing ’Python’
and hitting enter. You should see a bunch of text that says something
about Python and canopy and now you can start coding)

(4) There is a slight chance that the installer stuffs up and doesn’t write the
correct paths to your .bash_profile file and so when you run ’Python’
from the terminal it runs the boring system version and not the sexy canopy
version. If this has happened to you then edit your .bash_profile file (lo-
cated in /Users/your_uname/.bash_profile) by adding:
/Library/Frameworks/Python.frameworks/Versions/Current/bin
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You can run canopy whenever you like by double clicking on the blue canopy
icon or by typing ’Python’ at the command prompt.

3.1.1. Installing extra packages. From the dialog box that appear when you run
canopy you click the Package Manger’, find the package you want and install it.
However, some packages are not available through Canopy and so must be down-
loaded manually. One example of this is the gsw module (the Thermodynamic
Equation of Seawater 2010 - TEOS-10). Here is a quick rundown of how to install
such packages into your Canopy environment:

(1) open your terminal and type pip install NAMEOFPACKAGE - replacing
NAMEOFPACKAGE with the name of the package you’re downloading - in our
gsw example case this command would like pip install gsw - then hit
enter.

(2) If you’re connected to the internet the Python package manager will go off
and get the package, download it, unpack it and install it.

(3) Now go back in to Canopy and you should be able to run import NAMEOFPACKAGE

without it giving an error - e.g import gsw
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3.2. Linux OS Install guide.

(1) Download the installer. Canopy supply their own installation guide (http:
//docs.enthought.com/canopy/quick-start/install_linux.html ) and
user manual (http://docs.enthought.com/canopy/). But you can follow
these instructions:
(a) If you are not an academic: Select the Express (Free) version of Canopy

from the store (https://www.enthought.com/store/) and download
the install file ( canopy-1.4.0-rh5-64.sh for my system, at the
time of writing).

(b) If you are an academic at a degree-granting institution (basically, if
you have a university email) then you can request an academic li-
cence. This allows you to download the full Canopy version (with
access to more modules). The file for me at this time of writing was
canopy-1.4.0-full-rh5-64.sh .

(2) Open a terminal window, change to the directory where the file was down-
loaded (e.g., cd ~/Downloads/ ) and run the installer with bash (e.g.,
bash canopy-1.4.0-full-rh5-64.sh).

(3) This will open an installer in the terminal window. Just follow the prompts
and let it install. When it asks you which directory to install Canopy you
can just use the default (~/Canopy) or specify another one (I specified
/home/ecoliver/software/Canopy so that all my software packages are
in the same folder).

(4) Now you need to set up your environment. In the terminal, change to the
install directory (e.g., ~/Canopy or /home/ecoliver/software/Canopy)
and run ./canopy. This should open a window and ask you to spec-
ify your Canopy environment directory. you can just use the default
(~/Enthought/Canopy_64bit) or specify another one using the change but-
ton (I specified /home/ecoliver/software/Enthought/Canopy_64bit for
the same reasons as above). It will then ask if you want to make Canopy
your default Python environment. Most likely you will specify yes, the only
reason not to would be if you already use another Python distribution on
your system as the default.

(5) Canopy will open and if you select Editor you can start coding.

You can now run Canopy whenever you like by typing the path to the canopy bi-
nary file in a terminal (e.g., ~/Canopy/canopy or /home/ecoliver/software/Canopy/canopy).
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3.2.1. Installing extra packages. From the main Canopy screen select Package
Manager, find the package you want, and install it.

Some packages will not be available in the Canopy package manager. One exam-
ple is the gsw module (the Thermodynamic Equation of Seawater 2010 - TEOS-10).
Here is a quick rundown of how to install such packages into your Canopy envi-
ronment:

(1) Download the package from here https://pypi.Python.org/pypi/gsw/

and unpack the tarball (e.g., tar zxf gsw-3.0.3).
(2) Change into the created gsw folder and run the following commands at the

prompt (replacing ENTHOUGHT_ROOT with the environment path you chose
back in step 4):

(a) ENTHOUGHT_ROOT/User/bin/Python setup.py

(b) ENTHOUGHT_ROOT/User/bin/Python setup.py install

(3) Now back in Canopy you should be able to run import gsw without it giv-
ing an error.
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3.3. Windows OS Install guide.

(1) Download the Canopy installer from https://www.enthought.com/store/

( canopy1.4.0 64-bit for my system, at the time of writing). If you are not
an academic then choose the FREE option but if you are in academia (e.g
you have a university email address) then you can download the full version
of Canopy with even more packages and functions. Canopy does offer their
own install guide if you’re prefer - http://docs.enthought.com/canopy/
quick-start/install_windows.html. Also, you do not need to be an
administrator on your system to install canopy, which is a plus for Uni
managed computers.

(2) Run the installer that downloaded by double clicking on it and accept
the default installation location - usually C:\Python27 - and the default
Canopy Environment Directory - usually C:\Users\robertj1\AppData\local\ .

(3) You should now see a desktop icon - sometimes two - appear on you sys-
tem. This is where you will launch the Canopy GUI and Package manager
if you’re going to use Python this way. Double click on the blue Enthought
Canopy’ icon and you should be presented with a dialog box that allows
you to choose editor or package manager or help. Click on the editor and
allow the GUI to load and now you can start coding Python. (If you pre-
fer the command line then open your command prompt by going to the
Start Menu-ProgramFiles-Accessories and staring the Command Prompt
application, also known as ’cmd.exe’, then try starting Python by typing
’Python’ and hitting enter. You should see a bunch of text that says some-
thing about Python and canopy and now you can start coding)

You can run canopy whenever you like by double clicking on the blue canopy
icon or by typing ’Python’ at the command prompt.

3.3.1. Installing extra packages. From the dialog box that appear when you run
canopy you click the Package Manger’, find the package you want and install it.
However, some packages are not available through Canopy and so must be down-
loaded manually. One example of this is the gsw module (the Thermodynamic
Equation of Seawater 2010 - TEOS-10). Here is a quick rundown of how to install
such packages into your Canopy environment:

(1) open your command prompt by going to the Start Menu-ProgramFiles-
Accessories and staring the Command Prompt application, also known as
cmd.exe
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(2) Type pip install NAMEOFPACKAGE replacing NAMEOFPACKAGE with the name
of the package you’re downloading - in our gsw example case this command
would like pip install gsw - then hit enter.

(3) If you’re connected to the internet then the Python package manager will
go off and get the package, download it, unpack it and install it.

(4) Now go back in to Canopy and you should be able to run import NAMEOFPACKAGE

without it giving an error - e.g import gsw
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4. Python 2 and Python 3

Why are we teaching you Python 2 and not Python 3?
The Python community is currently going through a long and drawn-out upgrade
to a new version of Python called Python 3. The reason this transition is so slow
is that unlike other updates the Python 3 language is not backwards compatible
with any of the Python interpreters that came before it. We admit that we are
probably not helping the situation by only showing you how to install and work
in Python 2 and the reason is that we haven’t yet made the leap ourselves, but
really - with a few exceptions - everything we’re going to show you should work
ok in Python 3.


